PONÈNCIES PRE-BIENNAL: EMiLA SUMMER SCHOOL

El Màster Europeu d'Arquitectura del Paisatge (EMiLA) realitzarà una sèrie de conferències online on participaran tant experts a nivell acadèmic com a nivell pràctic. Al final de cada dia es reservarà un temps per realitzar debats sobre els temes que s'han tractat.

Segueix el següent link per veure el seu programa!

LINK

18.00-19.30
BIENNAL INTERNACIONAL
DE PAISATGE BARCELONA

CLIMATE CHANGE AGAIN

27 28 29 30 1 i 2
of September 2021 of October 2021

FREE
REGISTER HERE!
ONLINE

LECTURES

ROSA BARBA

SCHOOLS

Contact:
11th INTERNATIONAL BIENNIAL OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, BARCELONA
Carrer Arcs 1-3, 4ª planta
08002 Barcelona / Catalunya / Espanya
T. +34 93 552 08 42

Carrer Jordi Girona, 15, Edifici Omega 1 - 3
08034 Barcelona / Catalunya / Espanya
T. +34 93 413 77 73

biennal.paisatge@upc.edu
biennaladm@coac.net
https://landscape.coac.net/en

https://landscape.coac.net/en/form/simposi
6.00-7.30 p.m.  **PRE-BIENNIAL LECTURES: EMiLA SUMMER SCHOOL**

The European Master in Landscape Architecture (EMiLA) by means of experts from both the academic and professional world will conduct a series of online lectures. At the end of each day a debate about the lecture’s subject will take place after said lectures.

*Follow the next link to take a look at their program!*  
OPENING OF THE 11TH BIENNIAL OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Presentation and opening of the 11th International Biennial of Landscape Architecture of Barcelona with the following guests: Second deputy mayor of Barcelona and city councillor, Janet Sanz, Dean of COAC, Assumpció Puig, and Vice-dean for International Policies (UPC), Lourdes Reig, together with representatives of the executive commission formed by Manuel Ruisánchez and Jordi Bellmunt.

5.45 p.m. PRESENTATION OF THE CATALOGUE “PERFORMATIVE NATURE”

Novella Cappelletti, editor of the renowned magazine “Paysage”, will present the catalogue of the previous edition of the biennial with all the selected projects.

6.00 p.m. CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: M. SCHWARTZ

Landscape architect, urban planner, artist and climate change activist Martha Schwartz, with her studio MSP will explain her vision about the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.

#ClimateChangeAgain

6.30 p.m. PONÈNCIA CANVI CLIMÀTIC: C. MERCER CLARKE

Landscape architect, ecologist and marine ecology expert Colleen Mercer Clarke, will explain her vision about the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.

#ClimateChangeAgain

6.50 p.m. BREAK

7.00 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALIST: M. FRANCH, EMF

Landscape architect and horticulturalist Martí Franch Batllori, with his studio “EMF landscape architecture” will explain his project “Girona’s Shores”, located in Girona (Spain), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/las-veras-de-girona
#RosaBarbaPrize

7.30 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALIST: M. SCHJETNAN, GDU + V. MÁRQUEZ, VMA

Architect, landscapist and urban designer Mario Eduardo Schjetnan, with his studio “Grupo de Diseño Urbano (GDU)” and architect, urban planner and author Víctor Márquez, with his studio “Víctor Márquez Arquitectos (VMA) will explain their project “La Mexicana Park”, located in Mexico City (Mexico), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/parque-la-mexicana
#RosaBarbaPrize

8.00 p.m. CLOSING

Wrap up of the day and closing of the first day of the symposium.
4.30 p.m. CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: IFRA EUROPE PRESIDENT, K. HELMS
Current president of the International Federation of Landscape Architects of Europe (IFLA) and founder of the European master’s degree EMILA, Karin Helms, will explain her vision about the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.
#ClimateChangeAgain

5.00 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALISTS: M. ZHANG & Z. ZHANG, TJAD
Ming Zhang, together with his partner Zi Zhang, both architects and landscapists, with their studio “Original Design Studio, TJAD” will explain their project “Transformation of Yong Shuo Thermal Power Plant”, located in Shanghai (China), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition. https://landscape.coac.net/central-termico-de-yong-shuo-shanghai #RosaBarbaPrize

5.30 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALISTS: K. VORAAKHOM, LANDPROCESS
Architect and landscape architect Voraakhom vorakosh, with her studies “Landprocess” and “Porous City Network” will explain her project “Chulalongkorn University Centenary Park”, located in Bangkok (Thailand), Rosa Barba Finalist of this 11th edition. https://landscape.coac.net/parque-universidad-de-chulalongkorn #RosaBarbaPrize

6.00 p.m. CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: L. XIONG
Architect, landscape architect and vice president of the Beijing Forestry University Li Xiong, will explain his vision about the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.
#ClimateChangeAgain

6.20 p.m. BREAK

6.30 p.m. SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

6.45 p.m. SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: TU DELFT
Architect, landscape architect and associate professor at the section of Landscape Architecture of the aforementioned university Inge Bobbink, on behalf of said university, located in Delft, the Netherlands, will explain the following projects: “Aeolis – Gap the Border”, “Reclaiming the memory”, “Rethinking the territory of Concepcion, Chile: A resilient and strategic planning for a vulnerable urban coastal system”, “The Living Estuary. A study of developing landscape spatial adaptive strategies to integrate the water, ecosystem and Anthropic-dynamics in the estuary of Volta delta, Ghana” and “Breathe: Redefining a zone of informal settlements for Ho Chi Minh city”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

7.00 p.m. CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: GEN. SEC. CoE, M. DEJEAN-PONS
Lawyer, professor and Head Landscape, Environment, Major Hazards Division, Executive Secretary Council of Europe Landscape Convention, Council of Europe, Magdalena Dejeant-Pons, will explain the european policies regarding the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.
#ClimateChangeAgain

7.20 p.m. BREAK

7.30 p.m. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EUROPE, NEW BOOK. EDITOR L. DIEDRICH
Chief editor of the Landscape Architecture Europe Foundation, Lisa Diedrich, will present the new book of “Landscape Architecture Europe” (LAE).

8.00 p.m. CLOSING
Wrap up of the day and closing of the second day of the symposium.
9.30 a.m.  ENC. INICIAL

OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION OF THE FINALIST PROJECTS

(ETSAB) will open the hall of the Faculty of Architecture School of Barcelona (ETSAB), UPC.

MondadoriPrice

10.00 a.m.  PRESENTATION OF THE ROSA BARBA PUBLICATION

Architect, tenured track professor in the Department of Landscape Architecture in the aforementioned university Yiwen Han, on behalf of said university, located in Milan, Italy, will explain the following projects: “2100: A Sea Odyssey. A new coastal scenario after sea level rise” and “2100: Agro Pontino is loading. The silent power of the lagoon”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.


11.00 a.m.  CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: G. CLÉMENT

Author Gilles Clément, will give the opening lecture of the 2021-2022 school year of the landscape degree of UPC (ETSAB-ESAB) and will explain his vision about the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.

#ClimateChangeAgain

11.50 a.m.  BREAK

12.00 p.m.  COLLABORATIVE EVENT: BSF

The BSF (International Seminar on Urban Form) presents ROSA BARBA PRIZE.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/rosa-barba-prize

5.00 p.m.  SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: HUAZHONG UNIVERSITY (HUST)

Architect, landscape planning and professor in the Department of Landscape Architecture of this Edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.

Architecture of Barcelona

5.15 p.m.  SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: POLITECNICO DI MILANO

Architect, tenured track professor and professor of Landscape architecture in the aforementioned university Matteo Poli, on behalf of said university, located in Milan, Italy, will explain the following projects: “Resilient Defensive System Chernobyl” and “Balance of Life and Fire” and “Revival In Postnuclear Era”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/resilient-defensive-system-chernobyl


https://landscape.coac.net/en/revival-in-postnuclear-era

5.30 p.m.  SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Architect, landscape architecture professor and dean of the aforementioned university Ana Barrantes, on behalf of said university, located in Cambridge, USA, will explain the following projects: “FOOD PARK”, “COME-MINGLED: A NEW WASTE ECONOMY FOR ARLES” “Feeling Feeling: Subsidence Parables of the San Joaquin Valley”, “Rewilding Riverbeds” and “Informality as Filter”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/food-park

https://landscape.coac.net/en/come-mingled-new-waste-economy-for-arles


https://landscape.coac.net/en/rewilding-riverbeds

https://landscape.coac.net/en/informality-as-filter

5.45 p.m.  BREAK

6.00 p.m.  ROSA BARBA FINALISTS: S. MONSAVE, CAUDE + J. D. HOYOS

Architect and landscape planner, founder of “CAUDE” and co-founder of “STADTIUS”, together with architect and landscapist Juan David Hoyos, will explain their project “Meladinin River Parks”, located in Medellín (Colombia), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/meladinin-river-parks

6.30 p.m.  ROSA BARBA FINALISTS C. ASSIS I F. CARDOSO, fjc

Architects and landscape designers Cassio Assis and Poliana Cardoso de Medeiros, both on-founder of their studio “fjc architecture & planning”, will explain their project “Don’t Comment – You Can’t”, located in Lisbon (Portugal), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/dont-comment-you-cant

7.00 p.m.  BREAK

7.15 p.m.  ROSA BARBA FINALIST J. NUNES, PROAP

Architect and landscape planner João Nunes, with his studio “PROAP” will explain his project “Ribeirinho Oriente Park” both co-founders of their studio “f|c arquitectura paisagista” will explain their project “Medellín River Parks”, located in Medellín (Colombia), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/ribeirinho-oriente-park

https://landscape.coac.net/en/medellin-river-parks

7.45 p.m.  ROSA BARBA FINALIST C. PUERTA, AEU ARCHITECTS

Architect and landscape architect Carlos Puerta, co-founder of “AEU architects” will explain his project “The tropics and the built landscape Urban Center of Medellin Colombia”, located in Medellín (Colombia); Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

https://landscape.coac.net/en/urban-center-de-medellin-colombia

8.15 p.m.  CLOSING

Wrap up of the day and closing of the third day of the symposium.
4.00 p.m. COLLATERAL EVENT: EMILA SUMMER SCHOOL
Erica Bartle, MB&darch, architect and landscape, co-founder of the studio “Battle i Roig”, will do the closing ceremony of the 2021 school year of the summer master “EMILA” and will explain the results of this years work.

4.30 p.m. BREAK

4.45 p.m. SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTURE IN AMSTERDAM
Architect, landscape, professor and head of the landscape architecture department of the aforementioned university Martin Prominski, on behalf of said university, located in Amsterdam, will explain the following projects: “MELTING GLACIERS IN THE ALPES - Repercussions on the regional water supply”, “GETTING TO THE BOTTOM - Design enhancement of low water-levels of reservoirs”, “Design enhancement of low water-levels of reservoirs” and “New Alpine Grounds”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

5.00 p.m. SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALIST: UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY
Architect, landscape and Post Graduate Director of Landscape Architecture at the aforesaid university Penny Allan, on behalf of said university, located in Sydney, Australia, will explain the following projects: “Fish market”, “The flood”, “Through of Receptivity”, “Atlas of Reclaimed Territories” and “Distant storytelling”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

5.15 p.m. SCHOOLS PRIZE FINALISTS: LEIBNIZ UNIVERSITY HANNOVER
Architect, landscapist and head of the department “Designing Urban Spaces” in the aforementioned university Hanneke Kijne, on behalf of said university, located in Hannover, Germany, will explain the following projects: “MELTING GLACIERS IN THE ALPES - Repercussions on the regional water supply”, “GETTING TO THE BOTTOM - Design enhancement of low water-levels of reservoirs”, “The Impact of Alpine Ski Tourism on the Austrian Alps”, “COASTS OF THE FUTURE - New ways of land reclamation” and “New Alpine Grounds”, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

5.30 p.m. CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: AMB MANAGER, R. TORRA
Architect and Barcelona Metropolitan Area (AMB) manager Ramon Torra, will explain the AMB policies regarding the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.

6.00 p.m. BREAK

6.30 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALIST K. GUSTAFSON, GP-B LANDSCAPE
Architect, landscape and co-founder of “Gustafson Guthrie Nichol” and “Gustafson Porter + Bowman” Kathryn Gustafson, will explain her project “Central Park, Valencia “, schools finalist of this 11th edition.

7.00 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALIST M. VAN VALKENBURGH, MVVA
Architect, landscape and founder of “Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates (MVVA)” Michael Van Valkenburgh, will explain his project “Brooklyn Bridge Park”, located in Brooklyn (USA), Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

7.30 p.m. ROSA BARBA FINALIST C. STEINZT, GEODESIGN
Architect, landscape and landscape professor at Harvard University Carl Steinitz, will explain his project “Landscape change via Geodesign: The International Geodesign Collaboration”, located worldwide, Rosa Barba finalist of this 11th edition.

8.00 p.m. CLOSING
Wrap up of the day and closing of the fourth day of the symposium.
4.30 p.m. **INTERVENTION OF THE SCHOOLS PRIZE JURY**  
Professors Lisa Mackenzie and Timothy Baird, both members of the Schools prize jury, will say a few words and will thank all the people that have participated in the Schools prize.

5.00 p.m. **CLIMATE CHANGE LECTURE: BCN CITY COUNCIL HEAD ARCH. , X. MATILLA**  
Barcelona city council head architect and co-founder of “Territorios XLM” Xavier Matilla, will explain the city council’s policies regarding the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.  
#ClimateChangeAgain

5.30 p.m. **INTERVENTION OF THE ROSA BARBA PRIZE JURY**  
Dr. Cristina Castel-Branco and professor Julie Bargman, both members of the Rosa Barba prize jury, will say a few words and will thank all the people that have participated in the Rosa Barba prize.

6.00 p.m. **COLLATERAL EVENT: VENICE BIENNALE**  
Architect, landscapist and co-founder of “LWCircus” Annacaterina Piras, will conduct a lecture from the Venice Biennale and will explain her vision about the motto of this edition: Climate Change Again: City and Nature.  
#ClimateChangeAgain

6.30 p.m. **BREAK: PROJECTION OF THE PROJECTS**

7.00 p.m. **PRESENTATION OF THE ROSA BARBA AND LANDSCAPE SCHOOLS PRIZE**  
The Banc Sabadell Foundation, chaired by Miquel Molins, the President of the Higher Council of Architect’s Associations of Spain (CSCAE), Lluís Comerón, the Dean of Architect’s Association of Catalonia (COAC), Assumpció Puig, Vice-dean of Architecture, Infrastructure and Territory (UPC), Jordi Ros, Barcelona Metropolitan Area (AMB) manager, Ramon Torra, the General Director of Spatial Planning and Urban Planning of the Generalitat de Catalunya, Agustí Serra and the deputy delegate of Mobility, Natural Spaces and Forest Fire Prevention of the Barcelona Provincial Council, Josep Tarín Canales will be presented by the executive comission represented by Manuel Ruisánchez.

7.30 p.m. **ROSA BARBA AWARD CEREMONY**  
The president of the Rosa Barba prize jury, Kongjian Yu, will perform the Rosa Barba awards ceremony of the 11th International Biennial of Landscape Architecture of Barcelona.  
#RosaBarbaPrize

7.35 p.m. **LANDSCAPE SCHOOLS AWARD CEREMONY**  
The president of the Rosa Barba prize jury, Kongjian Yu, will perform the Rosa Barba awards ceremony of the 11th International Biennial of Landscape Architecture of Barcelona.  
#LandscapeSchoolsPrize

7.40 p.m. **PUBLIC OPINION AWARD CEREMONY**  
The President of the Higher Council of Architect’s Associations of Spain (CSCAE), Lluís Comerón, will perform the “Public Opinion” awards ceremony of the 11th International Biennial of Landscape Architecture of Barcelona.

7.45 p.m. **ENTREGA DE LES MENCIONS DE L’IFLA**  
El president de l’IFLA, James Hayter, entregará les mencions de l’IFLA als projectes Rosa Barba i també als de les Escoles.

8.00 p.m. **BIENNIAL CLOSING**  
Closing ceremony of the Barcelona International Paistage Biennial.
NEW URBAN LANDSCAPE ART

It is a face-to-face activity by bicycle (you can take your own or you will have the option to rent one) that begins at 10 in the morning in San Andreu, Barcelona (the exact place will be sent by mail) and goes through particular places such as the Nau Bostik, Islàndia Square, Fluvìà and Cristóbal de Moura streets and Glòries Park, among others.

It is a free activity.

REGISTER HERE TO PARTICIPATE!